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THE APOLLO LAUNCH DATA TELEMETRY SYSTEM

M. J. QUINN
Flight Support Division

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

Summary     The development of the Apollo Launch Data Telemetry System, the real-
time interface between the Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA) and the Mission Control
Center-Houston (MCC-H), is reviewed from its beginning through the system planning
stages, and then into the final hardware implementation.

Introduction    An analysis of the requirements for telemetry in the MCC-H during the
Apollo-Saturn launches dictated the need for a system to supply some 20 to 30K
bits/second of telemetry data in September 1965. To flight controllers, the engineers who
man the consoles in the MCC-H during space missions, desired a system to transmit
telemetry from the launch area for display in the Control Center.

System Use    To better understand the system, it is necessary to study its use during
actual operations. The ALDS is used by the flight controllers to make real-time decisions
during an Apollo launch. The role of the flight controllers is to monitor, evaluate,
recommend, and -- if necessary -- command the space vehicle during a mission. Since
the system is used for launch, some of these real-time decisions must be made within
seconds during this critical phase of the mission.

Further, sufficient data to be used in evaluating system performance must be available
for the controllers, and in the event of some malfunction, the data must accurately reflect
the problem so that the controllers can recommend an action which will allow an
alternate flight plan to be put into effect immediately. In the Mercury and Gemini
programs, the thrust available in the event of a booster malfunction was insufficient to
allow alternate plans to be used. Usually, an abort was the only alternative to a normal
mission; however, with the Saturn booster, a variety of different alternate missions can
be flown even if one of the several engines should fail. For this reason, the engineers
monitoring the launch must have an assortment of timely and accurate data available for
immediate evaluation. The ALDS telemetry system brings 40.8K bits/second of
telemetry to the MCC-H for processing by the Real-Time Computer Complex to insure
that the necessary data are available to support the flight controllers. These data
contribute to the two goals of flight control -- mission success and crew safety.



System Development    Experience gained from the Gemini program, where 40.8K
bits/second of telemetry data were transmitted from the Mission Control Center at Cape
Kennedy to Houston, gave an indication of the amount of data needed on the Apollo
Program. Consequently, a 40.8K bit/ second wide-band data line was selected for
Apollo. Although some data required by the Gemini program will no longer be necessary
for Apollo, the Apollo program will require other data which Gemini did not. Therefore
the joint sum of present data requirements for the two programs remains approximately
equal. One of the Gemini requirements which used a great deal of bandwidth is the
biomedical data. The two electrocardiograms, one from each of the crew members, used
30 percent of the bandwidth to Houston. However, since the Mercury and Gemini flights
proved man’s ability to function in space, the Apollo program, making use of this
knowledge, has been able to sharply reduce the amount of biomedical data in the
telemetry data stream. In Apollo, only one electrocardiogram, switchable to each one of
the three crew members, is down-linked in the spacecraft telemetry. On the other hand,
the Apollo systems are somewhat more complex than the systems on either of the two
previous spacecraft. Consequently, the data requirements from the other Apollo systems
have been increased, so that Apollo fills the same 40.8K bit/second data stream that
Gemini used. In particular, the Apollo Guidance Computer uses substantially more
telemetry bandwidth than did its Gemini counterpart.

System Design    Consideration of these experiences led to the eventual design of the
ALDS telemetry system. In Gemini, only three pulse code modulation (PCM) telemetry
signals, from the Gemini, Titan, and Agena, had to be decommutated and sent to the
MCC-H. The ApolloSaturn combination has a total of six PCM telemetry signals for
decommutation and retransmission to Houston. The six links are from the Apollo
spacecraft, the Lunar Module, the Instrumentation Unit (a separate unit that houses the
Saturn Inertial Guidance System), the SIVB or third stage, the SII or second stage, and
the SIC or first stage.

To decommutate these six links, the Kennedy Space Center built a unique special-
purpose piece of data-handling equipment., the Data Core. Basically, the Data Core
receives, decommutates., and identifies every parameter from the Apollo-Saturn
combination and outputs all the data in parallel (12 bits of data and 13 bits of
identification) to the ALDS telemetry computers through a digital scanner (Fig. 1). The
computers interfaced with Data Core were selected because of a special feature that is
particularly useful in this application -- they have a direct access to memory. The 8K
memory fed by Data Core does not require any computer time; in other words, it does not
steal time from the central processing unit to input the data from Data Core (Fig. 2).
Consequently, the central processing unit of the computer has more time available for its
primary job of formatting the telemetry for transmission to Houston and for special
processing of the data in the other memory, a 16K memory associated with the central
processing unit. Finally, the computer outputs the data in parallel to a parallel-to-serial



converter before being fed to a 301B Data Modem. The Data Modem supplies the 40.8K
bit/second clock to output the data to Houston.

Programming the System    The program has a rather straightforward function -- to
input the data presented to the computer, and to format the six asynchronous links into a
single 204-word frame of 10-bit words. The master frame consists of 20 such frames and
is repeated each second. This cycle time was built to be consistent with the basic cycle
time of the Real Time Computer Center in the MCC-H. The real task for the computer is
performing the special processing required on the Saturn Inertial Guidance System and
the Apollo Guidance Computer and maintaining the time homogeneity of these data for
the MCC-H.

One other feature is built into the program. Since the Data Core is processing downrange
telemetry data on the subcable from Grand Bahama Island, Grand Turk Island, and
Antigua, as well as Cape Kennedy or uprange data, the program must be able to build
both uprange and downrange tables and be able to switch to downrange data when the
Cape antennas lose the spacecraft telemetry on the horizon. (This normally takes place
approximately 8 to 10 minutes after launch. The downrange stations continue to feed
data for about 5 minutes more. )

The ALDS is truly a complex undertaking. The Manned Spacecraft Center specifies the
spacecraft and the Marshall Space Flight Center supplies the booster formats to the
Kennedy Space Center to program the ALDS computers and to Goddard Space Flight
Center to program the downrange remote-site data processors. Finally, the Department of
Defense supplies communications and telemetry- receiving equipment. This results in
four NASA Centers and the DOD plus their respective contractors being involved in the
generation, transmission, sorting, and displaying of these data.

System Redundancy    The entire ground system, with certain minor exceptions on the
ETs-t-ern Test Range, is essentially redundant, and consists of two Data Cores (which
receive signals from separate antennas), two ALDS telemetry computers, and two Data
Modems. The Modems feed redundant long-lines which are geographically diversified --
one line is routed to Houston via New Orleans, Louisiana, while the other is routed via
Jackson, Mississippi. At each module in the system a common switch is available to
route around any failed equipment. If the common switch should fail, the system
automatically returns to its normal configuration. In addition, the separate systems are
connected to separate power sources. One half of the overall system uses commercial
power, while the other half is operated by diesel power. (Fig. 3. )

System Processing of Trajectory Data    In the past programs, the telemetry systems
handled only system performance data and events or discretes; however, beginning with



the Apollo program, the telemetry data contain tracking, or trajectory, information.
Previously, all trajectory data were derived from the Range Safety radars and the Booster
Radio Guidance System radars. The post-mission analysis of Gemini Inertial Guidance
System (IGS) data indicated that the IGS data were at least as good as the radar data and,
in some instances, were even better. Using IGS data also allows some of the radar
transponders to be deleted from the Apollo spacecraft andthereby achieves a weight
saving on the lunar missions. On the Apollo 201 mission, the launch-vehicle inertial-
guidance data were used as a trajectory source for the first time and, surprisingly enough,
were the best source of tracking data. The ALDS telemetry transmitted these trajectory
data toHouston and retained the time homogeneity of the data through special
processing.

Conclusions     In the recent development of ground support for Missions AS-201 and
AS-203, the ALDS telemetry systems utilization requests expanded beyond the original
usage estimate. The ALDS, then in inherent capability in flexibility, successfully
absorbed these expanded assignments.

One example of this expansion was the use of IGS data for trajectory determination
during Mission AS-201. As the Apollo program develops, further expansion of ALDS
utilization will undoubtedly be required. It is thought that many additional requests will
similarly be absorbed within the present ALDS functional capability.

Fig. 1. - Overall ALDS data flow.



Fig. 2. - Apollo Launch Data System telemetry system.

Fig. 3. - ALDS switching capability.


